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Lucky 

My dog was almost dead. Some goon in a green VW Beetle 

went careening along the road and slammed poor Lucky. 

Ripped open the dog’s leg and drove away. I was chewing a 

slice of toast in the kitchen when some kids from the bus 

stop leaned against the doorbell. As I opened the door, I 

thought Lucky could fly. He leapt from somebody’s arms to 

the step, his whole body in a tremble like it was sixty below 

zero. Blood spattered everywhere. 

 

As soon as the kids saw me, the one who had carried Lucky, 

obvious from his ruined shirt, yelled, “The car was green! It 

was going a hundred miles an hour at least!” Then they all 

ran away. I couldn’t swallow the last bite of toast. It slid 

across my tongue as my throat closed and I reached for 

Lucky. It was not even eight o’clock in the morning. 

 

I was barefoot, standing on the cold slate step, my hands 

deep in Lucky’s sleek fur. I lifted him and he groaned 

wearily, the sound creaking from his small black body. My 

throat knotted at the sight of the bloody lump. So close to 

my hand. Don’t hurt him. Bits of skin swung in clumps and 



pieces from his leg. The air somersaulted in a frantic rush. 

Oh—my breath. I wondered what to do. 

 

Up the driveway rolled a big gold Cadillac. A gray-haired 

man pushed the door open. “How’s the dog?” he called. 

I couldn’t say, not even if I’d wanted to. 

“I saw what happened,” he said. His eyes were as bright 

as flashlights. I still couldn’t swallow. 

“Is anybody home?” 



For an instant it felt like he had come to the house to sell 

something— flashlights? In another instant I realized 

everybody in my family was on their way somewhere else, 

nowhere I could reach them. The man took a few quiet steps 

toward me. When I looked down, I saw loafers on his feet. 

 

“They’re gone,” I said, my chin lightly brushing the 

moaning Lucky’s head. My arms held him so that he rested, 

in a cradled way, against the soft flesh of my inner elbows. 

“I can take you to the vet. What vet do you go to?” “The 

closest one,” I said. Lucky’s regular vet was miles away, 

but there was a new one in town. 

 

I was afraid to move. My poor groaning dog. His endless, 

seeping blood. I stepped to the driveway. Lucky writhed in 

my arms. 

“But you . . . you’re not wearing any shoes,” 

the man said. “It doesn’t matter.” 

And for a moment I wondered if this was who had hit Lucky. 

A gold Cadillac? Figures, the one moment in my life it 

would be useful to have a family, I don’t. 

 

The car owner gunned the engine, the fingers of one hand 

tapping his stomach as if something alive was there. “Now 

which way do we go?” “Just before the train station, on the 

right. You can take the back way.” I wished he would steer 

with both hands. 

“The back way? I don’t live around here.” 



“Can you get to town?” I asked. “Make a left here, and 

another at the stop sign down the road.” Lucky panted. 

 

He nodded, then shook his head. “I was a few hundred yards 

behind. The absolute gall of people is hard to believe; it’s 

simply beyond me.” 

“You couldn’t see the driver?” 

“Only the car, one of those old Bugs, you know which one I 

mean? A real jalopy. I didn’t even see any brake lights.” 

“Thank you” was the last thing I said, other than giving him 

simple directions to the new office complex I’d passed on 

my way to school. Be polite, my mind said. Don’t talk to 

strangers. 

 

A black CLOSED sign hung below Dr. Wheatie’s name in an 

otherwise empty window. The place was so new there wasn’t 

even a curtain. Dr. Wheatie? I kicked the door anyway, since 

my hands held Lucky, until the vet himself appeared, 

shrugging into a white lab coat. The stranger was still behind 

me, wiping at the red mess on his beige deep-dish car seat. 

My jeans were soaked, and brown foam oozed from Lucky’s 

jaws. The vet’s sleepy eyelids lifted with surprise. I opened 

my mouth, but my voice didn’t follow. 

 

“This way—let’s hurry now.” We followed Dr. Wheatie 

through the office into the examination room, the stiff 

bottom of his coat flapping. The new stainless steel of the 

heavy table was like a spotlight. Its brightness hurt my eyes 



as I bent over with Lucky, as I said unending stupid stuff, 

like “Hey boy. My boy boy baby.” Just to say something. 

For my dog’s sake. 

 

The vet leaned over too. Lucky was panting like he’d run a 

big race. Dr. Wheatie tried not to tug at the pieces that were 

once his leg, and I tried not to let Lucky bite the vet, though 

his attempts lacked steam, and eventually his most 

menacing growl became a whimper. I felt my face drain 

each time Lucky yelped. What happens to the heart when it 

forgets to beat? Can it catch up later or is the moment lost 

forever? 

 

The car owner appeared, wincing in the background, his eyes 

dim. The vet finally said Lucky needed an operation and 

turned to the stranger. The air, so still with tension, stank. 

“No, no, not me. Not related. I just drove her here,” the 

Cadillac owner said, both hands up like he surrendered. Dr. 

Wheatie nodded and looked at me. His eyes were blue. 

“You’re underage. I’ll need your parents’ permission—and 

soon.” He started to scratch behind the dog’s ears. 

Lucky let him. 



I grabbed the phone behind the table. I remembered my 

mother’s unfamiliar work number without a thought, which 

to me was a feat as good as lifting a car with one 

superhuman hand. I was yelling “Hello” into the phone when 

she answered, but then my voice became strangled. All I 

could get out was a meager “Lucky . . .” My throat tumbled 

into a sob. I couldn’t help it. 

 

The vet’s hand left mine, the one that still held my dog’s 

trembling collarbone. I hadn’t been aware of his hand until 

he removed it. If I had been, I would’ve moved my own 

hand sooner. Don’t touch me. What was no longer there had 

more impact once it was gone. That was something. 

Like memory was sturdier than reality. I closed my eyes to 

stop the tears in front of everybody. 

 

He reached for the phone. I must’ve missed a few words. 

“…Vital signs good. The hind leg is badly torn, probably 

fractured….It could be some time . . . hard to say . . . maybe 

five hundred dollars. Yes … that would be the end of it.” Dr. 

Wheatie hung up. What happened to ‘Good-bye’? 

 

The vet’s shoulders stiffened as he walked, no, shuffled, 

across the room. A drawer opened and Dr. Wheatie removed 

a syringe, which proceeded to roll on the desk top until he 

grabbed it. He shut the drawer and took a small bottle of 

some clear stuff from the back of a shelf overhead. The vet’s 

shoulders were like rocks. He didn’t look at me. Is it 



possible to climb out of one moment into the next? I wanted 

to. Being in that room was like being inside a cannon. 

 

I held Lucky tighter. He growled as Dr. Wheatie looked at 

him, as he came toward us with a frown on his face. 

“What’s his name?” said the vet. Why did he sound that 

way, like something stood on top of his voice, weighing it 

down? 

“Lucky.” 
 
 

“So it’s Lucky.” Dr. Wheatie looked at the Cadillac owner. 

There was something crushing the air. They stared at each 

other. Like I wasn’t really there. Like it wasn’t my dog and I 

wasn’t covered with blood, standing between them in this 

room. No, no, not my cold feet on that cement floor sensing 

the stupid this-is-not-as-serious-as-it-looks moment adults 

like to pull. Sure, life’s a dream. Anybody home? 
 
 

“Hey,” I said, “what’s going on?” Was that my voice? Dr. 

Wheatie coughed, which allowed his shoulders to return to 

the position they normally occupy on a body, rather than 

crowding his ears. “You’ve got to hold Lucky,” he said, “and 

I…pretty soon…he won’t feel anything.” 

The stuff in his hand clattered onto the shining table. I 

saw his narrow, tentative fingers. His smooth hands. Dr. 

Wheatie was new at this. “What are you doing?” I asked. 

Lucky flinched. 



“The dog’s going to sleep.” The vet tried to smile. Instead, 

his mouth looked like a cracked rock. “I mean … I’m 

sorry.” 
 

“Then what?” Sorry to interrupt. Lucky began 

groaning again. “Then … your mother . . . I have 

no choice. We’ll let him go.” 

“Let him go? Like what, off to heaven?” I think I was loud. 

Nobody spoke. Lucky didn’t move. I gathered him more 

snugly in my arms. “Now, now. Can’t there be another way 

out of this?” said the Cadillac owner, his absurd hands 

waving through the air. Where was he from, anyway? 

The vet just looked at the stranger’s hands. 

“She won’t pay? Fine. I can pay,” I said. I noticed my 

feet were cold. How dumb. “If you, if you would let me 

work for you—animals love me.” I stopped. “Please.” 
 
 

The vet’s hand rubbed his chin. “Well, there’s a thought.” 

And then he really smiled. His teeth were white as snow. “I 

need help. Now let’s see if we can get this poor guy out of 

pain. We’ll need X rays first thing. 

Good!” 
 

My feet froze. “Let’s see,” I said. Had I truly spoken? A part 

of me felt like I wasn’t really alive. But I could taste it, the 

question was so bitter. 

 

Who hit my dog? 



Unlucky 

I am alive. At fifteen, I find myself staring at the shelves of 

food in the refrigerator. What, I’d like to know, are celery 

hearts? 

 

There are simple questions. Like, why did the chicken cross 

the road? Knock, knock. Who’s there? Then there are the 

ones that make no sense. Who ran my dog over yesterday? 

What kind of person wouldn’t even hit the brakes? 

 

Some poet said April is the cruelest month. Now that’s 

something. That stuff can be true without even making 

sense. And oh, my poor vexed mind. It’s everywhere at 

once. In the fridge stinking with vegetables, under the tires 

of that awful green car that slammed my Lucky. My mind 

is like a bad neighborhood: I should not go into it alone. 

 

No, life doesn’t make sense. 

 

But I am alive anyway. I live in the suburbs, land of car 

rides to the Dairy Barn. Around here, nobody ever walks. 

Everybody does walk to the end of the driveway to get the 

mail, and now that it’s the end of April, everyone mows the 

lawn so early in the morning it’s like a contest to see who 

can start first. Everyone does the same thing, yet everybody 



looks at everyone else in a suspicious way. A northeastern 

suburban existence. 

Sub means “under.” Under life. So where are we? 

 

I live in a big gray house. No matter how big, the sorry 

truth is that the house is inescapably small. There’s always 

somebody around to bother me, or somebody’s forgotten 

socks to remind me that they were around. There’s not a 

house big enough in the world to hold us, I’d say, if anyone 

asked. People call the place lovely. But what is lovely? We 

have a lawn that looks like it just rolled out of a truck. 
 
 

In my youth I wondered how the JOHNNY’S PERFECT LAWN 

trucks that roamed the neighborhood could roll great, 

sprawling lawns out of them. I decided the bigger trucks 

must arrive in the middle of the night, so we are dizzedly 

surprised when we wake up and look through our windows at 

our new, perfect lawn. Dizzedly. Our lives are complete. 

That’s a good one. 
 

 

When I mentioned this to Edward, my brother, he said I was 

an idiot. As if he’s in any way smart. I admit it was dumb of 

me to let down my guard like that. When people are a few 

years older, they sometimes think they know everything. 

He’s seventeen.



 

Look who’s talking, I say. Edward, aka the Wad, received 

his eloquent moniker in recognition of his ability to jam 

entire hamburgers into his barbaric mouth. Now that’s 

lovely. My dad started calling him Wad, and it stuck 

because it fits. I’m V. Victory comes to mind, since I have 

actually survived life with my brother. I like to remember 

that I was much younger when I had the lawn thoughts. 

 

Certainly younger than my sister, Baby Teeth, who is eight. 

Hers is not a nickname, but a fact. Not one loose tooth in all 

these years. Not even a single Tooth Fairy sighting. Though 

her dental development may be lax, Baby Teeth is an 

otherwise progressive kid. Her favorite activity this year is 

to drop by other people’s houses. People she doesn’t know. 

Generally she will call home before dinner to say where she 

is, not that she’s ever actually been invited anywhere. Then 

somebody has to collect her. 

Usually it’s me. 

 

I’ve met many people because of Baby Teeth. Though she 

has a lot to say after her visits, like whether or not there is 

any baloney in someone’s fridge or if a certain stranger 

wears slippers, she will not disclose why she does it. My 

mother grinds her teeth when the phone rings. Otherwise, 

we’ve accepted it. Perhaps our house is too small for Baby 

Teeth as well. 



At least the lawn is big enough. Old apple trees surround 

one side of the house. Trees that were here, no doubt, long 

before the house was built. 

Before any happy family moved in. 

 

Now that it’s spring, baby rabbits wobble beneath the trees 

every time I look outside. They somersault in midair and 

end up facing the direction they were hopping from, all 

shocked, like they don’t know how they landed there. I 

guess they don’t. How much can any living thing know 

that’s been around only for a few short weeks? It makes me 

wonder how much I knew when I was a tiny, wobbling 

baby. I admit I feel pretty confused now. I have hazel eyes. 

They go green when I cry. 

 

They’re still green today. Can my eyes have their own 

memories? It was yesterday I wept, the reverberations of a 

car crashing a hundred miles an hour, crashing into my 

bones. Vast amounts of blood dry incredibly fast, I 

discovered. Then it’s sticky, like glue. The discovery twisted 

like glue in my stomach as I peeled off my jeans, after the 

extremely kind stranger from Wyoming, Bertrand Utley, 

dropped Lucky and me back home. 

 

Maybe my eyes know more than I do today. Maybe they’re 

preparing for what’s next. It seems yesterday was just a 

tipoff to the fact that life has some unspoken and probably 

incomprehensible plans of its own. Because today, after I 



arrived home from school, my parents drove off in our car 

with my dad’s brown leather suitcase tossed in the backseat. 

But it’s not a vacation. My dad’s on the way to the hospital. 

And what’s wrong with him? Nobody knows. 

 

I wish I could just shut my eyes. But even when they’re 

closed, I can still see it. Now there’s something else that 

doesn’t make sense but is true. In my guts I can see it: the 

beginning of the Dunn downhill slide. 

 

*** 

So my eyes are open, and I stare into the yellow fridge, 

which always smells like egg salad though there’s never 

any of that, looking for something delectable that will 

entice Lucky to eat. In the den, Baby Teeth is keeping him 

company as I search. Lucky hasn’t eaten since yesterday’s 

breakfast, not even a spoonful of vanilla ice cream or a 

busted-up potato chip, his favorites. Mine too. 
 

Dr. Wheatie said a lack of appetite wouldn’t be unusual. It 

takes time to recover from shock. Not to mention Lucky’s 

inability to walk. The cast on his left leg starts above the 

ankle and ends at the hip. When we try to walk again 

tomorrow, we’ll just pretend it’s natural to hobble like 

we’ve only got three legs. His paw was miraculously 

unharmed, or else we wouldn’t be pretending. Maybe there 

is something in a name. 

 



But celery hearts? Really. 
 
 

We’ve had Lucky since I was seven. He was the one at the 

shelter hiding at the back of the kennel. Lucky, according 

to his chart, was already a year old. So in dog years, he’s 

almost retired now. Sixty-three. 

“He’s the one,” I said, as the small black shadow in the 

corner watched with unblinking eyes. 

“What about a shepherd? Do they have any labradors?” my 

mother asked. “Shepherds are such good watchdogs. The 

Millers’ never shuts up.” “Him.” 

“She wants a mutt.” My father laughed. It was his 

idea to get a dog. Edward was at baseball practice. We 

were going to surprise him. “A crazy mutt,” my 

mother said. She didn’t laugh. 

“I’d say he was a pretty lucky dog.” That was my dad. 

“Lucky,” I said, “let’s go, boy.” 

 

Who in the world but a crazy mutt would follow me 

everywhere I go? 



 

Let the 

Wind In 

A bowl of luscious vanilla pudding might make any dog 

hungry. This is my impression as I carry one into the den, 

low-ash dog biscuits filling my other hand, enough to please 

a sudden canine appetite. I find Baby Teeth kneeling on the 

carpet next to the red couch, singing to Lucky. What a sweet 

kid. Some old tune about sunshine and life, and really she’s 

crooning so well that Lucky, all stretched out on top of some 

throw pillows like a king, can’t keep his eyes open. 

 

I silently edge myself into one of the red easy chairs, so as 

not to interrupt. I look out the window at the birds. The 

lawn is so full of them, the birds seem to grow out of the 

ground. I feed them when I can, which means I have to steal 

some bread and nuts when my mother isn’t around. 

Otherwise my mother’s vocal cords resonate with loud, 

nasty words. 

 

Birds, more than most other beasts, are high on her hit list. 

Because they miscalculate and dump turds on her car—

isn’t that tragic? Feeding them just invites trouble, she 

claims. How my parents got together I’ll never know. My 



dad loves animals. 

 

But at least I can feed the birds. So what if I feel like a 

criminal when I do? The sensation is not terrible—the 

suspense makes my heart pound. In the end it may be a 

positive cardiovascular exercise. Criminal activity also 

smells good—it fills the air. Danger, I think, smells like the 

glob of leftover hot chocolate at the bottom of the cup, black 

and slightly burnt. 

 

At night there’s a riot at the back of the house. It’s the 

raccoons, rolling the garbage cans around like bowling balls. 

I’m seriously not allowed to feed them at all. My mother has 

mentioned, in her deadpan way, that “Food is not what they 

need. Maybe poison.” My mother can be very funny, 

especially when she’s not trying. I’ve wondered if that 

poison crack was really confined to the raccoons. Or am I 

just unfathomably paranoid? 

 

“Spiders are stronger than steel,” Baby Teeth says. I turn 

my gaze from the birds to my sister’s clear brown eyes. 

Baby Teeth makes this kind of statement when she wants to 

avoid something. One small hand rests on Lucky’s tail. 

“Who told you 

that?” I say. 

“Mr. Connor.” 

Mr. Connor is my best friend Eileen’s dad. “Yup. Better 

parachutes, bulletproof vests, and clubs, clubs . . . golf 



clubs.” She sits back and rubs her bare knees through the 

holes in her jeans. 

“You mean spiders are making golf clubs now? Sometimes 

you can’t believe everything people tell you.” She tugs at 

some loose threads on her pants. “Oh, Virginia, I’m talking 

about spider silk. It was on PBS.” “Right, thoughtless of me. 

Look how Lucky liked your singing.” Lucky’s tongue 

droops from his jaw as he sleeps. 
 
 

“I know. That song always puts me to sleep,” she says. 

“I just do it usually without making noise.” A smile widens 

her face. “Well, think about Mr. Connor picking his nose. I 

saw him; don’t tell me I can’t believe it.” Baby Teeth is also 

very attentive to any disgusting personal habits people 

might have. 

“Wouldn’t dream of it.” She hasn’t been over there often 

enough—but I have. Mr. Connor cuts the foulest air known 

to man. “Baby Teeth,” I say softly, “Dad’s going to be 

okay—he just went in for some tests. There’s no reason to 

worry.” 

“How do you know?” She stares at me. 

 

I have to remember I’m talking to a person who sleeps with 

her eyes open. That’s really true. I used to think it meant 

that she never actually slept—that she was only pretending. 

But it’s a matter of eyelids, is all. Baby Teeth’s won’t stay 

shut. “Well, Edward’s not around, is he? Don’t you think if 

something big and terrible were happening, he would be 



here?” Now her eyes are on Lucky’s cast. Baby Teeth thinks 

before she speaks, something I like about her. “Well, yeah,” 

she finally says. “I guess so.” I am such a good liar. 

 

Where is my brother? We’ve got a damaged dog and a 

hospital-bound father, so where is he? Probably unconscious 

somewhere, a common occurrence, or doing some rock 

climbing inside his head. 
 

*** 

Edwad has his own room on the first floor for no other 

reason than he’s the boy. Aside from being slept in, his 

room is generally empty because Wadnod is never home. 

Homework is an absent word in my brother’s vocabulary 

anyway. Neanderthals were not known to be big scholars, so 

I’m not surprised. 

 

I assume he feels secure sleeping close to his car, which is 

parked outside his window. For Wadbrain’s prized 

possession, it’s a toss-up between the old Plymouth rust 

heap that my dad bought him when Wadstain got his driver’s 

permit last year and his shoulder-length ponytailed hair. 

He’s got four different conditioners in his bathroom. Is it the 

end, or the stifling beginning, of obsession? Va va va voom. 

 

Baby Teeth and I share a room all the way at the end of the 

house on the second floor, which is how I’ve become aware 

of her sleeping patterns. Who knows how much I’ve said to 



that sleeping body because her eyes were staring at me? Our 

room has a door that’s curved on top like a half moon. It’s 

really unusual. I like unusual stuff. I like the door shut. Baby 

Teeth prefers it open. “Let the wind in,” she says. What 

wind? I wonder if she means that some moments are so still, 

especially in this house, it seems like they vanish before 

they really even exist. But I don’t want to ask—she’s already 

told me that some questions of mine scare her. 

 

*** 
 
 

My brother says that Baby Teeth’s a real piece of work. It 

is, incredibly, a thought I can agree with. She’s also 

hopelessly cute, with light brown hair that curls around her 

shoulders and highlights her unquestionable dimples. 

Nobody can resist her. I suppose that’s why people let her  

follow them around in their houses, instead of calling the 

police or somebody like me right away to come and get her. 
 
 

Wadhead ignores me and Eileen when he sees us around 

town, as if I’m not his sister, who eats dinner with him 

every night. When he shows up, that is. Like I’m this 

perfectly invisible stranger he couldn’t see even if he 

wanted to. “Virginia,” I will say when he stares through me 

with bloodshot eyes in that hunched, vulture like way of 

his, as he chews his potatoes. Oh, I am weak-kneed with 

fear. “My name is Virginia and I exist.” 



“You don’t exist,” he will say. 
 
 

“Over a million species of insects exist; do you know 

that?” Baby Teeth will say. 

“No crap,” my brother’s porkchop-chewing mouth might 

reply. Not even the Wadness can resist her. 

“Insects rule,” she’ll announce. “You just watch.” And as 

she explains, her silverware might land on the floor, since 

her hands are always busy when she talks. The word is not 

clumsy, but preoccupied, I think. She tends to knock stuff 

over. 

 

*** 
 

Lucky barks with high-pitched fervor when that happens. 

Because all stray morsels, as unspoken dog law would have 

it, are his. He’s smart enough to sit at Baby Teeth’s heels at 

dinner. Until yesterday, anyhow. Sometimes I don’t know 

who I feel closer to. 



Are You Talking 

to Me? 

The sky is immense in April. Beneath it, anything seems 

possible. Baby Teeth is asleep next to Lucky. Might as well 

do some homework—all reading. Yes! Any day without 

math is a good one. It’s ten pages of Shakespeare for 

English and a chapter of some supposedly well-spun noise 

called The Varieties of Religious Experience for my 

elective, Western philosophy. But first, some pudding. Save 

it for the dog, tubby. 

 

To begin with, how can things so insecure as the successful 

experiences of this world afford a stable anchorage? A chain 

is no stronger than its weakest link, and life is after all a 

chain. In the healthiest and most prosperous existence, how 

many links of illness, danger, and disaster are always 

interposed? 

 

Somebody help me, please. What I read was: Life is a chain. 

How many links of illness, danger, and disaster are 

interposed? The answer to that, in this house, is one of each. 

Except for the dangerous element, who is elsewhere, and 

possibly reapplying lipstick at this moment. 

 



“Is Dad home?” 

Oh, there’s the vulture in the doorway. I didn’t hear him 

come in. That means my brother’s car must be running 

unnaturally well. Usually the Plymouth rumbles up the 

driveway. They’d like it to “purr,” Wadstain and my dad, 

which is why they are often found hands under its hood on 

weekend mornings. Wadnod is wearing a faded army jacket 

and mud- stained jeans. Very cool. It looks like he’s been 

slam-dancing with the ground. “No stronger than its 

weakest link.” 

“Are you talking to me?” I say. 

 

*** 
 

“Nah, it’s the chair I figure I’ll hear from.” His dark brown 

ponytail flops around. “I don’t got time for this, you know. 

So is he or not?” 

I notice his earlobes turning red, so I relent. “They’re not 

home yet.” My chin tilts toward the couch’s dozing lumps. 

“Be quiet.” 

 
“Well, that’s all you gotta say, you know.” He keeps his 

voice down, which is phenomenal, then follows with his 

classic vulture face, cheeks all sucked in, lips curled. Oh, I 

am stunned with terror. The final say is always my 

brother’s, whether it’s with his sneer or impressive truck- 

driver vocabulary. I really wonder what the girls see in him. 

He’s built like a scarecrow under all those baggy clothes, 



so it must be the car. 

Some females are truly desperate. 

“Is that right?” I say. “And ‘hello’ is probably something 

you could manage.” Screw him. 

“Oh yeah? Well, I don’t got time for small talk.” I have 

nothing else to say. I look back at my book. The chapter is 

appropriately called “The Sick Soul.” ‘How many  

links . . . ?’ Really. 

“Yeah, I’m busy. . . .” 

 
Yeah, he looks busy. Why is he telling me the same 

nothing thing twice? The Wad doesn’t seem to remember 

he never speaks to me. I realize my dad’s hospital trip has 

my brother really rattled, and I’m uncomfortable. Change 

the subject. “Did the paper come?” 

“Huh?” 

“Hi, Edward.” Baby 

Teeth is awake. “The 

newspaper.” 

“I suppose it’s out there.” He nods at Baby Teeth. 

 
Lucky yawns. I’ll carry him outside, see if the grass reminds 

him of his former life. Then maybe his appetite will come 

back. Dr. Wheatie showed me how to lift him, both arms 

under the stomach. The cradle again. 

 
“At least say hello to the dog, will you?”  

“Time for a run, huh, Pegleg?” 



 

We all crack up. It’s so unexpected, my face hurts. With 

their idiotic grins, my siblings don’t even look like the 

same people. 
 
 

The back door slams. 
 
 

“They’re home!” Baby Teeth is gone. Out the den, through 

the living room, the hall with its fake palm tree, into the 

kitchen. I hear only the clack of high heels on the kitchen’s 

yellow linoleum floor. My mother. Where’s Dad? I look at 

my brother. He’s chewing the tip of his filthy thumb. 

“Huh,” he says. 

 

“Right.” ‘How can things so insecure as the successful 

experiences of this world afford a stable anchorage?’ I’m 

beginning to understand. My brother is going. I hear Baby 

Teeth asking my mother questions in the kitchen 

“Edward?” I say.  
 
Who? 

“Yeah.” 

“Ever read any James?”  

“James who?” 

I’ll take the dog out. Get some air. Why not? He’s in my 

arms. We’ll use the front door. William, William James. 

 



  

It seemed like the flu last week. So my dad kept sleeping. 

But nobody else around here caught it, which is unusual. 

After three days, my dad wasn’t better and stopped eating. 

He had gone back to the office last Thursday anyway, 

because he is a stubborn mule, according to my mother. 

When he came home that night, he was just a paler and 

skinnier version of himself. He went to bed. 

The next morning he looked even worse and finally agreed 

to go with my mother to the doctor, who at first also thought 

it was the flu. And then maybe more than the flu. The 

symptoms of mononucleosis—terrible chills and pains, 

complete exhaustion, muscle cramping—were the stuff my 

dad felt, and so Dr. Sweeney wanted to have some blood 

work done. 

 

Dad came home from Dr. Sweeney’s and slept all weekend. 

He ate a full dinner on Sunday, his first entire meal in days, 

and claimed he felt better. 
 

But he was gray. Even his lips. 

 

Yesterday, which was Monday, he went back to work. 

Because he’s a fool, said my mother. Was that yesterday? 

Yes, as I dropped some six- grain bread into the toaster 

slots. I hadn’t even put my socks on yet. 

Everybody had left. Then the doorbell rang . . .  

and Lucky . . . 



And today, Dad stayed home again. They waited. . . . The 

mono test was negative. Off to the hospital they went. 

Okay, it’s not mono. So what is it? 

 

Lucky eyes the grass. He sniffs, attempts to lift his leg. He 

groans because he can’t. I groan. Anyway, he can pee. Good. 

That’s my boy. I carry him around the side of the house. I 

see my mother through the kitchen window. Her mouth is 

moving. Of course I can’t hear the words. I wait. Her hand 

lifts the glass to her lips. A wicked gulp. Unparalleled, 

really. So much can happen in so little liquid. But under an 

April sky anything is possible. Once she swallows, the edge 

of her mood softens. 

It’s okay to go in. 

 

“They want to keep him overnight,” she says as I shut the 

kitchen door with my foot, Lucky in my arms. She has a gift 

for stating the obvious and lying about everything else. My 

mother wanted to kill my dog. She made that clear enough 

with no trouble. So why not say everything she knows about 

Dad? The irritation drags along my tongue like a rusty 

chain. I can taste it. I hate my mother. 
 


